
Optimal Functions for a Periodic Uncertainty Principleand Multiresolution AnalysisyDedicated to Professor Lothar Bergon the occasion of his 65th birthdayJ�urgen Prestin and Ewald QuakAbstract. In this paper, it is shown that certain Theta functions are asymptoticallyoptimal for the periodic time frequency uncertainty principle described by Breitenbergerin [3]. These extremal functions give rise to a periodic multiresolution analysis wherethe corresponding wavelets also show similar localization properties.Subject Classi�cation. Primary 42A16, Secondary 26D05, 26D10, 26D15.x1. IntroductionA fundamental result on time and frequency localization of square-integrable functions onthe real line is given by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, and it is well known thatthe Gaussian functions serve as extremal functions for this inequality. On the other hand,uncertainty relations for periodic functions have not been studied as thoroughly as theoriginal inequality on the real axis. In this paper, we want to focus on a concept discussedby Breitenberger in [3], where uncertainty of a periodic square-integrable function is de-scribed in terms of the product of frequency and angular variances. For more detailedy Research of the authors supported by NATO CRG Programme, Grant No 950681.1



information concerning this particular periodic uncertainty principle, we refer the interest-ed reader to Breitenberger's paper [3] and the references therein. Further related topics intime-frequency localization in connection to multiresolution are treated in Benedetto, Heiland Walnut [1], Chui-Wang [4-6], Daubechies [8] and Cohen [7].A uni�ed approach to the theory of general periodic multiresolution analyses is in-vestigated by Plonka and Tasche [13], Koh, Lee and Tan [9], Narcowich and Ward [10].The time frequency localization of periodic scaling functions and wavelets according to theaforementioned uncertainty relation is studied intensively by Narcowich and Ward. Theperiodic basis functions in [10] possess an uncertainty product of O(pn) for increasingdimension n of the corresponding spaces. Uniformly bounded uncertainty products arecomputed by Selig [16] for trigonometric fundamental Lagrange interpolants based on dela Vall�ee Poussin means and for trigonometric Hermite interpolants based on Fej�er kernelsin [14].The question of extremal functions to attain equality in Breitenberger's periodic un-certainty principle is not addressed in these papers. As it turns out that there is nofunction satisfying the equality, our goal is to construct asymptotically optimal functions.Not surprisingly, this leads to periodized Gaussian functions, i.e., special cases of Thetafunctions (see Section 2). Additionally, the wavelet functions in the corresponding mul-tiresolution analysis also show a similar asymptotic behaviour (see Section 3). In Section 4,the localization properties of the orthogonalized functions are considered.Finally, let us remark that recently, Narcowich and Ward [11,12] also studied waveletsand localization properties on higher dimensional spheres, while asymptotically optimalresults for compactly supported scaling functions and wavelets on the real line can be foundin the papers by Chui and Wang [4-6]. Note also that an approach to optimal functions ofan uncertainty principle for ultraspherical expansions has been studied recently by R�oslerand Voit [15]. 2



x2. Time Frequency UncertaintyLet L22� denote the space of complex-valued square-integrable 2�-periodic functions withinner product hf; gi = 12� R 2�0 f(x)g(x) dx and norm kfk2 = � 12� R 2�0 jf(x)j2dx�1=2. Tostate an uncertainty principle for functions in L22�, the necessary notions of variance forperiodic functions need to be introduced. We refer to Breitenberger [3] for a discussionof the physics background and Narcowich & Ward [10] for applications to periodic basisfunctions in a multiresolution analysis.De�nition 2.1. For a function f 2 L22�, represented by its Fourier series, i.e., f(x) =P1s=�1 cseisx, the �rst trigonometric moment is de�ned as� (f) := 12� Z 2�0 eixjf(x)j2 dx = 1Xs=�1 cscs+1:Then, the angle variance for f 2 L22� is de�ned byvarA(f) := kfk42 � j� (f)j2j� (f)j2 = ����� P1s=�1 jcsj2P1s=�1 cscs+1 �����2 � 1;and the frequency variance for f 2 L22� asvarF (f) := kf 0k22 + hf 0; fi2kfk22 = 1Xs=�1 s2jcsj2 � �P1s=�1 sjcsj2�2P1s=�1 jcsj2 :Note that the variances attain the value 1 i� � (f) = 0 or f 0 does not exist in L22�,respectively.In the following theorem, an uncertainty relation for L22� is formulated, which onlyexcludes single frequency functions of the form ceikx, c 2 Cjj , k 2 ZZ. In this case, varF = 0and varA =1. Nevertheless, inequality (2.1) below actually holds for all functions in L22�.In order to investigate the existence of optimal or asymptotically optimal functions for thisuncertainty inequality, and for the sake of completeness, we give a detailed proof here.3



Theorem 2.1. Uncertainty Principle for periodic functions. ([3,10]).For functions f 2 L22� which are not of the form ceikx, c 2 Cjj , k 2 ZZ, it holds thatpvarA(f)varF (f)kfk2 � 12 :Proof: The goal is to establish the inequalityj� (f)j kfk2 � 2qkfk42 � j� (f)j2qkf 0k22 kfk22 + hf 0; fi2 : (2:1)Without loss of generality one can assume kfk2 = 1, which reduces (2.1) toj� (f)j � 2q1� j� (f)j2qkf 0k22 + hf 0; fi2 : (2:2)Setting for notational convenience � = � (f) 2 Cjj , and � = �ihf 0; fi 2 lR, it holds that1� j� j2 = k(ei� � � )fk22 (2:3)and kf 0k22 � �2 = k � if 0 � �fk22 : (2:4)One directly veri�es the identityeixf(x) = �i[(ei� � � )f ]0(x) � (eix � � )[�if ]0(x)and, consequently,eixf(x) = ��i[(ei� � � )f ]0(x) � �(eix � � )f(x)	� �(eix � � )(��)f(x) + (eix � � )(�i)f 0(x)	 :Taking inner products with f yields� = h�i[(ei� � � )f ]0 � �(ei� � � )f; fi � h(ei� � � )(��)f + (ei� � � )(�i)f 0; fi=: A1 +A2 : 4



Using integration by parts in A1 producesA1 = h(ei� � � )f;�if 0i � h�(ei� � � )f; fi = h(ei� � � )f;�if 0 � �fi ;and thus by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequalityjA1j � k(ei� � � )fk2 k � if 0 � �fk2 :For A2, one obtains A2 = �h�if 0 � �f; (e�i� � �� )fiand, once again by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,jA2j � k � if 0 � �fk2 k(e�i� � �� )fk2 :Taking into account that k(e�i� � ��)fk2 = k(ei� � � )fk2, inequality (2.2) follows fromequations (2.3) and (2.4).Now, we investigate the problem of optimal periodic time-frequency localization, i.e.,whether it is possible to achieve equality in the uncertainty principle, which in turn impliesequality in (2.1). Examining the proof, in the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality actual equalityonly occurs i� for A1 c1(eix � � )f(x) = �if 0(x) � �f(x) a:e: ;and for A2 c2(e�ix � ��)f(x) = �if 0(x) � �f(x) a:e: ;with complex constants c1; c2.Apart from the functions ceikx mentioned above, where �if 0 � �f � 0, this wouldonly be possible if on a set of positive measure and for a constant c 2 Cjj , we haveeix � � = c(e�ix � ��) ;5



i.e., eix � ce�ix = � � c�� ;which cannot happen as the left hand side is not constant. Hence, there is no function fof optimal time-frequency localization. However, one can try to obtain the best possibleconstant 0.5 in the limit which will be the goal for the rest of this section.Let us consider the Theta functions�(z; q) = 1Xs=�1 qs2zs (z 2 Cjj nf0g; jqj < 1) :With the transformation z = eix, q = e�h, we write'h(x) = �(eix; e�h) = 1Xs=�1 e�hs2eisx : (2:5)Note that 'h is an even positive 2�-periodic and smooth function.Before we prove the essential theorems, we need some auxiliary results and estimateswhich are summarized in the following lemma.Lemma 2.1. For all h > 0, and shifts � 2 lR, the following identity holds(i) 1Xs=�1 e�2h(s��)2 =r �2h 1Xs=�1 cos 2�s� e��2s22h :Consequently, the following estimates hold for the functionu(h;�) := 1Xs=�1 e�2h(s��)2 ;independently of �,(ii) r �2h 1� 3e��22h1� e��22h < u(h;�) <r �2h 1 + e��22h1� e��22h ;and more precisely for u(h) := u(h; 0),(iii) r �2h < u(h) <r �2h 1 + e��22h1� e��22h :6



Proof: The Poisson summation formula (see also [2, Chap. 3]) can be used to establish(i) immediately. The sumP1s=�1 e��2s22h can be easily estimated as a geometric series1 < 1Xs=�1 e��2s22h < 1 + 2 1Xs=1 e��2s2h = 1 + e� �22h1� e� �22h ;yielding (iii).Estimating P1s=�1 cos 2�s� e��2s22h from below by 2 �P1s=�1 e��2s22h , one �nallyobtains the lower bound in (ii).It is now possible to give an estimate for the uncertainty product of the Theta func-tions 'h.Theorem 2.2. For all 0 < h � 1, it holds thatpvarA('h)varF ('h)k'hk2 < 1 +ph2 :Proof: Using the Fourier coe�cients cs;h = e�hs2 of 'h, we write1Xs=�1 c2s;h = 1Xs=�1 e�2hs2 = u(h)and 1Xs=�1 cs;hcs+1;h = 1Xs=�1 e�h(s2+(s+1)2) = e�h2 1Xs=�1 e�h2 (2s+1)2= e�h2  1Xs=�1 e� h2 s2 � 1Xs=�1 e�h2 (2s)2! = e�h2 (u(h4 ) � u(h)) :Hence we obtain varA('h) = u2(h)e�h(u(h4 )� u(h))2 � 1 :Now it follows by Lemma 2.1u(h4 )� u(h) >r2�h �r �2h 1 + e� �22h1� e� �22h=r �2h  1� 3e��22h1� e��22h ! :7



Then varA('h) < eh  1 + e��22h1� 3e��22h !2 � 1= eh � 1 + 8eh 1e�22h � 3 + 2(e�22h � 3)2! :Taylor's formula and the monotonicity of h2(e�22h � 3) for 0 < h � 1 give the estimatevarA('h) < h+ eh22 + 8e( h2e�22 � 3 + 2h2(e�22 � 3)2 ) < h+ 1:53h2 :Now we have to deal with varF ('h). Di�erentiation of the Poisson summation formulawith respect to h yieldsvarF ('h) = 1Xs=�1 s2e�2hs2 = �12 ddh  1Xs=�1 e�2hs2!= �12 ddh  r �2h 1Xs=�1 e� �2s22h != 14hr �2h 1Xs=�1 e��2s22h �r �2h �24h2 1Xs=�1 s2e��2s22h< 14hr �2h 1Xs=�1 e��2s22h = u(h)4h ;where the last equality follows again from Lemma 2.1.Putting together the corresponding estimates we obtainvarA('h)varF ('h)k'hk22 < (h+ 1:53h2)u(h)u(h)4h < 14 + 0:39h ;from which the assertion of Theorem 2.1 follows.Note that h = 0 yields a distribution, but not an L22�-function. As an alternative, onecan investigate the limit case h = 0 for the partial sumPms=�m e�hs2eisx of 'h, i.e.,�m(x) = mXs=�m eisx :8



One obtains pvarA(�m)varF (�m)k�mk2 =s (2m+1)2�(2m)2(2m)2 Pms=�m s22m+ 1=s (4m+ 1)m(m+ 1)(2m+ 1)4m2(2m + 1)3=r (4m+ 1)(m+ 1)12m :Hence, rm3 + 512 < pvarA(�m)varF (�m)k�mk2 <rm3 + 12 :For similar results, see [10], [14], [16]. However, in [14], it is proved that a certain smoothingprocedure, namely a Fej�er mean of the partial sum polynomial �m, i.e.,�m = 1m+ 1 mXk=0�k ;yields pvarA(�m)varF (�m)k�mk2 =s 310 �1 + 20m2 + 12(8m2 + 1)(4m2 � 1)� ;which in the limit m!1 tends to p0:3 = 0:5477::.At this point let us mention that the functions 'h of the type (2.5) are clearly not theonly ones which yield asymptotically optimal uncertainty products. As other importantexamples we refer to trigonometric polynomials where the Fourier coe�cients are valuesof B-splines. In connection with the central limit theorem it is shown in [ 17, Theorem 1]that certain scaled versions of B-splines converge pointwise and in Lp-norms, with p � 2,to the Gaussian (or its scaled version). So one obtains trigonometric polynomials whichhave an uncertainty product less than (1+�)=2 for an appropriate scaling and a big enoughorder d of the spline. Our functions �m and �m are related to the order d = 0 and d = 1.To illustrate these results, see Figure 1 for Theta functions with two di�erent stepsizes, and Figure 2 for a Dirichlet and a Fej�er kernel.9
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Figure 1. '0:1 (left) and '0:01 (right).
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Figure 2. �10 (left) and �10 (right).x3. Multiresolution AnalysisNow, the goal is to construct nested spaces spanned by translates of the Theta functionsinvestigated in Section 2. For �xed h, we setVn = spanf'h(� � 2k�n ); k = 0; : : : ; n� 1g :Trivially, it holds that Vn � V2n :10



Furthermore, as all the Fourier coe�cients of the function 'h are positive, we havedimVn = n and L22� = closL2 0@ 1[j=0V2j1A :See, for example, Lemma 2.4 (i) and Theorem 3.1 in [13].Hence, it makes sense to consider wavelet spaces Wn, namely the relative orthogonalcomplements of Vn with respect to V2n such thatV2n = Vn �Wn :While the scaling functions are just translates of one single function, independent ofthe level n, the corresponding wavelets turn out to be dependent on n. As the majorconcern here, however, is the dependence on the term h, we will suppress the dependenceon n in our notation by writing h(x) := 1Xs=�1 e�hs2  1� P1p=�1(�1)pe�2h(np�s)2P1q=�1 e�2h(nq�s)2 ! eis(x��n ) :One now obtainsTheorem 3.1. It holds for n 2 lN thatWn = spanf h(� � 2k�n ); k = 0; : : : ; n� 1g :Proof: The fact that  h is indeed an element of V2n follows immediately from the 2n-periodicity in s of the quotientds;hcs;h =  1� P1p=�1(�1)pe�2h(np�s)2P1q=�1 e�2h(nq�s)2 ! e�is�n ;where ds;h are the Fourier coe�cients of  h, see Lemma 2.1 of [13]. The orthogonalityassertion is equivalent to1Xs=�1 cs;hds;he2�i rsn = 0; r = 0; : : : ; n� 1 :11



Hence we have to prove1Xs=�1 e�2hs2e�is 2r�1n = 1Xs=�1 e�2hs2e�is 2r�1n P1p=�1(�1)pe�2h(np�s)2P1q=�1 e�2h(nq�s)2 :Setting s = n`+ t yields 1Xs=�1 = n�1Xt=0 1X`=�1and we obtain for the right hand siden�1Xt=0 1X`=�1 e�2h(n`+t)2(�1)`e�it 2r�1n P1p=�1(�1)pe�2h(n(p�`)�t)2P1q=�1 e�2h(n(q�`)�t)2= n�1Xt=0 e�it 2r�1n 1Xp=�1(�1)pe�2h(np�t)2which equals the left hand side.Additionally, one can also state the two-scale relations for the basis functions of Vnand Wn with respect to V2n. We haveCorollary 3.1. For �xed n 2 lN, and k = 0; : : : ; n� 1, the two-scale relations are'h(x � 2k�n ) = 2n�1X̀=0 �k;`'h(x� `�n ) h(x � 2k�n ) = 2n�1X̀=0 �k;`'h(x � `�n ) ;where for m = 0; : : : ; n� 1,�k;2m+1 = �k;m ;�k;2m = 1n n�1Xt=0 e��it 2m�2k�1n P1p=�1(�1)pe�2h(np�t)2P1q=�1 e�2h(nq�t)2 ;and, trivially, �k;` = �2k;`.Proof: The values of the �k;`'s are obtained by applying discrete Fourier transforms tothe corresponding two-scale equation, see also [13].12



Now, the question of time-frequency localization of the wavelet will be addressed.Theorem 3.2. Let n 2 lN be �xed. Then, for all 0 < h � 14n2 , we havepvarA( h)varF ( h)k hk2 < 12 + 1:1n2ph :Proof: As the variance measures of De�nition 2.1 are invariant under translation of thefunction, we consider ~ h =  h(� + �n ) with Fourier coe�cients~ds;h = cs;h 1� P1p=�1(�1)pe�2h(np�s)2P1q=�1 e�2h(nq�s)2 ! :First, we obtain P1p=�1(�1)pe�2h(np�s)2P1q=�1 e�2h(nq�s)2= P1p=�1 e�2h(2pn�s)2 �P1p=�1 e�2h(2pn+n�s)2u(n2h; sn)= u(4n2h; s2n )� u(4n2h; s2n � 12 )u(n2h; sn ) :Hence, by Lemma 2.1, with  = �28hn2 ,�����P1p=�1(�1)pe�2h(np�s)2P1q=�1 e�2h(nq�s)2 ����� < 12 �1 + e�1� e� � 1� 3e�1� e� � 1� e�41� 3e�4= 12 4e�1� e� 1� e�41� 3e�4 :Consequently, �����P1p=�1(�1)pe�2h(np�s)2P1q=�1 e�2h(nq�s)2 ����� < 2:02e� �28hn2and (1 � 2:02e�)cs;h � ~ds;h � (1 + 2:02e�)cs;h : (3:1)13



In the following, we will use that1 + 2:02e�1� 2:02e� < 1 + 4:1e� < 1 + 0:06phnand �1 + 2:02e�1� 2:02e��4 < 1 + 17:2e� < 1 + 1:98h2n4 :According to Section 2, we considerpvarA( h)varF ( h)k hk2 =vuut�1 + P1s=�1 ~d2s;hP1s=�1 ~ds;h ~ds+1;h!2 vuutP1s=�1 s2 ~d2s;hP1s=�1 ~d2s;hand obtain as an upper bound for the �rst squareroot termR1 =vuut�1 + (1 + 17:2e�) P1s=�1 c2s;hP1s=�1 cs;hcs+1;h!2and for the second one R2 =s(1 + 4:1e�)2P1s=�1 s2c2s;hP1s=�1 c2s;h :Using the corresponding estimates in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we obtain the desiredresult.Let us note here that the above proof also shows that the additional term 1:1n2ph isbest possible up to the constant.It remains an open question whether there is a translation invariant basis of Wnwhich is asymptotically optimal independent of the level n. More generally, we do notknow any orthogonal decomposition of L22� in wavelet spaces where every wavelet has anasymptotically optimal uncertainty product. However, an example of an orthogonal basiswith uniformly bounded uncertainty product can be found in [16].Figure 3 illustrates the inuence of di�erent values for the parameter h and the level n.For n = 1 there is only one scaling function 'h (dashed line) and one wavelet  h (thickline). For n = 4 and n = 8, we show two scaling functions 'h, 'h(� � 2�n ) and thewavelet  h. 14



h = 0:1 and n = 1 h = 0:01 and n = 1
h = 0:1 and n = 4 h = 0:01 and n = 4
h = 0:1 and n = 8 h = 0:01 and n = 8Figure 3.15



x4. OrthogonalizationFinally, we will consider time-frequency localization for orthogonal scaling functions andwavelets.Lemma 4.1. For �xed h, let '?h (x) := 1Xs=�1 c?s;heisx ;with c?s;h := e�hs2  n 1Xq=�1 e�2h(s+qn)2!� 12 ;and  ?h (x) := 1Xs=�1 d?s;heis(x��n ) ;with d?s;h := e�hs2 0@ n 1Xp=�1 e�2h(s+2pn)2!�1 � n 1Xq=�1 e�2h(s+qn)2!�11A 12 :Then '?h (�� 2k�n ); k = 0; : : : ; n�1, and  ?h (�� 2k�n ); k = 0; : : : ; n�1, constitute orthonor-mal bases for Vn and Wn, respectively.Proof: We have to prove '?h 2 Vn,  ?h 2 Wn and the orthonormality of correspondingtranslates. This can be done in exactly the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 3.1(see also [13]).Now we can show that for �xed n, these orthonormalized scaling functions and waveletsare again optimally time-frequency localized.16



Theorem 4.1. Let n be �xed. Then, for all 0 < h � 14n2 , we haveqvarA('?h )varF ('?h ) < 12 + n2phand qvarA( ?h )varF ( ?h ) < 12 + 1:1n2ph :Proof: Because of the similarity to the proof of Theorem 3.2, we can be very brief here.Note that c?s;h = cs;h�2h� � 14 �u(hn2; sn )�� 12 �2hn2� �� 14 :With Lemma 2.1 and � = �22hn2 > 2�2, we estimate������u(hn2; sn )�� 12 �2hn2� �� 14 � 1�����< max(1��1� e��1 + e��� 12 ;� 1� e��1� 3e��� 12 � 1) < 1:01e�� ; (4:1)which is similar to (3.1). Analogously,d?s;h = cs;h�2h� � 14 � 1u(4hn2; s2n ) � 1u(hn2; sn)�12 �2hn2� �� 14 :Here we estimate with  = �28hn2 > �22������ 1u(4hn2; s2n) � 1u(hn2; sn)� 12 �2hn2� �� 14 � 1�����< max(1��21� e�1 + e� � 1� e�41� 3e�4� 12 ;�2 1� e�1� 3e� � 1� e�41 + e�4� 12 � 1)< 2:03e� : (4:2)With (4.1) and (4.2), we complete the estimates as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.17



x5. ConclusionFor Breitenberger's periodic uncertainty principle of Theorem 2.1, we have shown thatthe lower bound 0:5 cannot be attained. On the other hand, the bound is optimal as wehave constructed functions 'h, whose uncertainty products, according to Theorem 2.2, arearbitrarily close to 0:5. Using equally spaced translates, these functions 'h give rise toa multiresolution analysis. In Theorem 3.1 we construct corresponding wavelet functionswhich are again asymptotically optimal with respect to h. However, the localization of thewavelet is estimated only in dependence on the level n. This means that for �xed h thelocalization is lost for large values of n. Nevertheless, for �xed n and small h, the shapeof the wavelets approaches the shape of the Theta functions. Analogous results are statedin Section 4 for orthogonalized bases. It remains an open question whether there is anorthogonal basis of L22�, which is asymptotically optimal independent from the level n.Acknowledgments. The authors thank Dr. F. J. Narcowich for several stimulating dis-cussions concerning the uncertainty principle for periodic functions and especially for point-ing out the proof of Theorem 2.1. References1. J. Benedetto, C. Heil and D. Walnut, Uncertainty principles for time-frequency oper-ators, in \Operator Theory: Advances and Applications", Vol. 58, Birkh�auser Verlag,Basel, 1992, 1{25.2. L. Berg, \Asymptotische Darstellungen und Entwicklungen", Deutscher Verlag derWissenschaften, Berlin, 1968.3. E. Breitenberger, Uncertainty measures and uncertainty relations for angle observ-ables, Found. Phys. 15 (1985), 353{364.4. C. K. Chui and J. Z. Wang, A study of compactly supported scaling functions andwavelets, in \Wavelets, Images, and Surface Fitting", P. J. Laurent, A. Le M�ehaut�e18
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